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Chock 2 / Chock 2 Fire Retardant
PITCHING INSTRUCTIONS:

1. remove the tent and components from the stuff sack.

2. Roll out and unfold the tent with floor facing towards the ground. 

3. Use (4) pegging stakes to tautly peg out the main (4) main corners.

4. Assemble the yellow poles. Inside the tent at the narrow end, insert the short small radius end of a 
yellow pole into the door side pole sleeve. At the wide end of the tent, carefully bend the other end of 
the pole into the opposite diagonal back corner locator. Repeat the process for the other yellow pole. 
To ensure the yellow poles are installed correctly they will cross over at the top. Ensure all pole ends 
are in the pole end locators.

5. Fasten the yellow poles in position using the laminated Velcro® pole fasteners. work from the narrow 
end towards the wide end.

6. Outside the tent, assemble the red pole. At the top of the tent, insert the pole through the webbing loop 
locator positioned on the underneath door rain eave. Push the pole through the welded die cut pole 
hole to the inside. Thread the pole over top of the yellow poles. Push the pole through the welded die 
cut pole hole to the outside. And push the pole end into the opposite side pole end webbing locator. 
Secure in place by tensioning the Velcro® tab on the rain eave side.

7. Outside, peg out the corner guylines, adjust the guyline tension accordingly.

8. Place the pole stuff sack and peg bag in the main stuff sack. Store the stuff sack and contents in a 
safe location.

Chock 2 Vestibule
PITCHING INSTRUCTIONS:

9. remove the vestibule and components from the stuff sack.

10. attach the vestibule to the chock 2 eave via the attachment zip.

11. Unpeg the tent corner pegging loop and thread it through the vestibules small tape loop. Re-peg the 
tent corner in position. repeat the process for the other side of the vestibule.

12. Peg out the (2) vestibule pegging loops.

13. Ensure the tent zip flaps are positioned correctly using the Velcro® tabs.

14. Place the peg bag in the main stuff sack. Store the stuff sack and contents in a safe location.
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